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Southern Report Most will by now be aware of the result of the recent Crown vs. S. Woods. For those not yet acquainted
the result was Not Guilty on all charges. The Crown case had several interpretations of the Firearms Act
on which the prosecution case was based.
1. See the Definition of “Sell”, Basically the case was that any person offering for sale in any way,
Internet site, oral conversation, taking a deposit, bartering not withstanding the prospective purchaser
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has to get a “Permit to Acquire “ before actual possession is obtained is breaking the law. I believe this
matter is likely to be taken up by SSAA . This Crown view was applied to pre 1900 firearms even
though Collectors have exemptions’ for such arms stating the owners do not have to be licensed, the
arm does not need to be stored securely and the firearm does not have to be registered providing
ammunition is not commercially available. The Crown view was that any and all firearms MUST be
sold through a Firearms Dealer even if not a registrable firearm.
2. Crown evidence was that a packet of black powder cartridges for a pre 1900 firearm in Mr. Woods
possession was being offered for sale on an internet site in the USA. Hence the ammunition was
commercially available.
3. See definition of “Deal” If you are not a Licensed Firearm Dealer you cannot sell or buy any firearm
part. Their are some other aspects of this definition that could be have concern in the future.
Fortunately the Defence case was able convince the jury that these interpretations in this case were
incorrect. The Court papers will be available in another 10 days. Mr. Woods now has to reapply for his
Dealers Licence as the previous one was cancelled at the time the charges were made.
A number of our members gave evidence in relation to conversations with Police prior to and at the
2016 Arms Fair and also in relation to long standing previous Police practices in relation to some of the
matters outlined above.
In the very near future our committee will arrange to meet with the recently appointed Public Servant in
charge of FAS to develop an MOU. This permanent appointee should overcome some of the issues of
the Police Officer managers of FAS being rotated every few years with incumbents who have little or no
knowledge of firearms.

North Western Report
Militaria Column
From the Last Days of the Raj – Richard D
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Photographed above is a most attractive item recently shown to me by a local
collector. Given the rhinoceros you would initially think it had an African
connection, but in fact it is Indian in origin. A search identified the badge as
belonging to the Assam Valley Light Horse. Assam is a state in the NE of India
bordered by Bhutan and Bangladesh. As with most regions during British rule, it was
home to a number of volunteer regiments, many of which were largely made up of
Europeans. In the case of the AVLH this included many tea planters. Their role was
to protect the local population and infrastructure such as rail, road and telegraph etc.
The number of these local units increased after the Indian Mutiny in 1857 and they
became better organised and funded and often had members of the permanent forces
as officers and instructors. The AVLH was disbanded in 1947 at Indian
independence. It would appear that all serving members at that time each received
one of these commemorative pieces. Assam is one of only a handful of locations in
the north of the country where the one horned Indian rhinoceros can be found. It is
both the states animal emblem and the emblem of the Assam regiment in the Indian
army of today. 6½” x 3½” x 3½”.
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Close up detail of the badge and the recipient. Note the Latin motto of Semper
Paratus meaning “Always Ready”.

The lovely cast rhinoceros which sits atop the piece.

The Loss of the “Governor Phillip”
At half past two in the early morning of 27th October 1848, the 177-ton Colonial Government
Brig “Governor Phillip” struck a reef off Gull Island in the Furneaux Group (Bass Strait) while
on a voyage from Sydney to Hobart. With a high sea running, the ship began to break up
almost immediately, the stern giving way, with breakers surging between the decks ripping up
deck planks, which falling below, killed two and injured others.
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As the crew launched the boats and placed the civilian passengers (including five children) in
them, the military guard of the 96th Regiment under the command of Lieutenant Ernest
Frederick Griffiths began knocking off the shackles from the forty convicts below, saving all
but four, though seven of the guard, including Lieutenant Griffiths lost their lives doing so.
The ships master, Alex Cobban, later in notifying Sydney of the disaster wrote, “It is my
painful duty to notify you of the unfortunate calamity that has befallen the Brig Governor
Phillip while on passage from Sydney to Hobart Town. I left Sydney at daybreak on Saturday
21st October, having on board 85 persons – Rev & Mrs Elliot with 3 children, Mr & Mrs
Lempriere and son, Mr Belstead, Mr Adams and Joseph Wilson, with Mrs Cobban and child.
Military Guard: Lieutenant Griffiths, 1 Sergeant, 13 rank & file 96th regiment, and two
privates 99th Regiment. Prisoners 40.
Crew: Master, two mates and 2 seamen.
Seven Military Lost: drowned - Lieutenant Griffths, Privates Peerson, Mummery, Bowles,
Mathews, and Driscoll, killed by plank Private Jones.
Five Crew Lost: drowned Christopher Kemp, William Scarborough, William Smith, and
Joseph Manning, killed by plank William Groves.
Convicts drowned: William Billingsby, Henry Green, ?? Tinkler and William Hamilton.
The Reverend Henry Elliot was the Chaplain at Norfolk Island Convict Settlement and with
his family was on his way to Hobart to witness the ordination of the first Anglican Bishop of
Tasmania. In writing of the shipwreck, Rev Elliot mentioned the loss of Lieutenant Griffiths as
follows: “The death of this so very excellent young officer awakened the most intense grief,
both among his fellow voyages and all over the Australian colonies, where he was very well
known. He was to be married in only a few weeks. He was the son of Captain Griffiths, the
paymaster of the 90th Regiment….”
The only recognition of the (exemplary) soldiers conduct at the wreck was a commendation in
the Colonial Government General Order of 30th November 1848.
Extracted from Bulletin of the Military Historical Society Vol 41, No 164, May 1991
By J Bryant Haigh pgs 200 and 201

Extract from the ABC News – from John P
An arms expert is convinced a collection of Boer War items found on a rubbish tip once
belonged to fabled British-Australian soldier Harry "Breaker" Morant. "It's stunning," military
valuer Ian Skennerton told ABC 7.30. "It's everything an historian could dream of seeing."
Amongst the items recently found at the tip in Tenterfield, in regional New South Wales, was a
leather bandolier, a 1901-design Australian flag and a penny with the name Edwin Henry
Morant engraved on it. The penny is on a leather string and, according to Mr Skennerton, had
been damaged by a bullet of Boer War vintage. He's convinced this was the penny Morant
wore around his neck when he was executed by a British firing squad in 1902 for the murder
of Boer prisoners. "The bullet has gone just over the bottom of it, which would have been just
over his heart when he said, 'Shoot straight you bastards'," Mr Skennerton said.
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The person who discovered the items in a hessian bag at the Tenterfield tip last year wants to
remain anonymous, and asked that he only be referred to as Mr. Collector. ABC 7.30 was
present when he showed them to Mr. Skennerton for the first time. Mr. Collector said he
initially did not know what he'd stumbled across. "I just thought I'd scored a good bag full of
bloody military shit," he said. "The bag was chockers. Ninety per cent of it was a rat's nest —
damp, smelly, stinky paperwork."
Mr. Skennerton said the collection is priceless. "You can't put a value on this," he said.
The execution of Lieutenants Morant and Peter Handcock has been steeped in controversy,
with supporters arguing they were only following orders in what was a bitter guerrilla war. It's
believed their trial lawyer, Major James Thomas, brought Morant's possessions back from
South Africa to Tenterfield after the war. He died in 1942.
"These items have clearly been picked up from one of the properties Major Thomas has in
Tenterfield. He had no family of his own," said James Unkles, a lawyer and campaigner for
Morant's pardon. "The people who threw them out clearly didn't know how valuable these
items were." Mr Unkles arranged for the flag to be restored at Melbourne University's Centre
for Cultural Materials Conservation. "It's got inscriptions on it written by Major Thomas and
also other soldiers who attended the funeral," he said. "The inscriptions talk about these men
being scapegoats of the British Empire."
The collection also includes a cigarette case and machete scabbard engraved with the initials
"HM", the personal papers of Thomas, and books signed by one of the founders of Federation,
Sir Henry Parkes.
The Australian War Memorial said it cannot verify the items' history without a detailed
analysis.
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Mr Collector is in the process of donating the items to the Tenterfield museum.

Heraldry Column
Three Rare Tasmanian Cloth Badges – John L
The below shown cloth Tasmanian unit badges maybe regarded as rare

Derwent Infantry Cloth Title 1911 - 1914
1911 Compulsory Military Service Introduced
In 1910 all boys 12 or 13 years in that year were required to register for military service with
the view to their progressive service in the Australian Military Forces as shown below.
Junior Cadets
Senior Cadets
Citizen Forces

12 – 14 years
14 – 18 years
18 - 26 years

Primarily most served in infantry units but some were in the Light Horse and others in the
Navy. The gradual expansion would provide Australia with 93 Battalions of Infantry. A
numerical badging system was introduced that was intended to be worn on the side of the hats
kahki fur felt with a territorial title on the sleeve of the tunic. Often the previous badges
continued to be worn with the numeral on the front and some modified badges were made as
well. The Tasmanian battalions were 90th; 91st -Tasmanian Rangers; 92nd - Launceston
Infantry; 93rd - Derwent Infantry.1
Old 91st Inf. Bn. Becomes
Tas. Rangers
12 AIR
Derwent Regt.

1

90Bn
91Bn
92Bn
93Bn

Read Falling in Australians and Boy Conscription 1911-1915, John Barrett
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These numerals were worn on the front of the Hats Kahki Fur Felt

On the left upper sleeve the Territorial Cloth Title was worn.

2/12th Battalion 2nd AIF
This Primarily Tasmanian Battalion was raised on 13 October 1939 and the below colour patch was
approved in October 1940 but was only worn in Australia. The other more common patch had a
rectangular grey background and was first issued in February 1940.

2/40th Battalion 2nd AIF
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This Battalion was raised on 1 July 1940 and this was ordered on 1 August 1940 but replaced in October
of that year.

Webbing Column
Holsters in Australian Service 1880 – 2015 – Part 4 - John L
Case Pistol W.E. Pattern 1944
Pouch Ammunition W.E. Pattern 1944
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The Pattern 44 Equipment was not officially issued in Australia however many Australian servicemen
acquired Pattern 44 in either Korea or during service in Malaysia and Borneo. The holster and
ammunition pouch are very similar in appearance to the Pattern 37 holster and pouch ammunition. They
differ only in the quick release fastening, colour and method of attachment of the holster to the
ammunition pouch. It was used with the .38 revolver.
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AWM PO4658.906
Brigadier Cedric Pearson wearing a P44 holster in SVN
The officer on the right is wearing the Aust. Browning holster
Holster Pistol Browning 9mm
The Canadian Army introduced a web holster for the Browning pistol during WW2 that could attach to
the Pattern 1937 Equipment. There were two variations and no doubt they were encountered by
Australians serving in Korea and possibly in Malaysia. I have not encountered any evidence of them
having been used by Australian servicemen but it would not surprise me if they were.
When the Browning Pistol was taken into service in 1966 in Australia a local Pattern Pistol Case to
attach to the M1956 Infantry Equipment that was in service. The holster was made of olive green canvas
edged all round with olive green nylon. It had a quick release securing strap and magazine pocket sewn
to the front with a cover that is secured by a press stud. The magazine pocket had a steel internal box
that enabled the magazine to be inserted/withdrawn easily. It could be attached to the M1956 belt by eith
the belt loop or the wire hooks.
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It was used in Viet Nam however Australian soldiers often acquired US Colt .45 holsters as an
alternative method of carriage. There are several variations of US Army Colt Holsters
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AWM PO4656.794
Normie Rowe wearing a US Army Holster 1969

AWM FOD/72/0005/VN
Trooper Nick Riley wearing a US Army black swivel holster
With an external magazine pocket
Cpl. Ken Johnston is with him.
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All Armoured corps personnel were issued with Browning 9mm pistols in SVN however all the belt
holsters were found to be difficult to access in the confines of a M113 APC or Centurion tank.
In 1967 Maj. Murphy of A Squadron 3 Cav. Regt. wrote (20 Jul 67) to HQ Aust Forces Vietnam
attaching images of a locally made shoulder holster based on a US design that members were purchasing
at their own expense. He noted that had been in use since June 1966 and found to be efficient.
He suggested that HQ AFV acquire them for wider issue. Approval was granted to purchase 100 at no
more than A$5. The Ordnance Section in AFV gained approval and contracted Vu-Van-Lam of Baria to
supply 95 leather shoulder holsters at a cost of 600 piastres subject to inspection that they were of a
required standard. This agreement was signed in Feb 1968. Clearly the Army was in no hurry to meet
operational needs of the Troopers.
The below image shows one of the shoulder holsters being worn.

AWM PO4655.551
US General Creighton Abrahams visiting C Squadron 1 Armoured Regiment
Operation Goodwood 3 Dec 68 – 19 Feb 69
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Holster Pistol 9mm, Cloth Disruptive Pattern
1095-66-132-7336
This holster was introduced into service shortly after the introduction of DP webbing in 1988.
It was purchased from Hellweg who at that time was a small Victorian producer (now Hellweg
International) and carries his Trade Label sewn to the back.
The holster could be attached to the belt eyelets by means of the wire attachment or by means of the belt
loop. It had a tie down loop at the bottom and a spare magazine pocket sewn to the front edge.
Internally it had a pocket on the front edge in which a cleaning rod was stored.

At this time the Army had a number of other holsters in service also obtained from the trade (I believe
from Hellweg as well). From the two examples seen all appear to have been marked with a Broad Arrow
stamp. These were issued to Special Forces:Holster Pistol Right Side, Black 9mm Browning, High Power, with Light, Tactical fitted
Holster Pistol Hip Model, Metropolitan Swivel Thumb Break, RH
Holster Pistol Hip Model, Metropolitan Swivel Thumb Break, LH
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Holster Pistol Left Side Aust Camouflage 9mm Browning
Holster Pistol Left Side Aust Black 9mm Browning
Holster Pistol Left Side Aust Black 9mm Browning High Power, with Light, Tactical fitted
Holster Pistol Right Side Aust Camouflage 9mm Browning
Holster Pistol Right Side Aust Black 9mm Browning
Holster Pistol Sam Browne
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Holster Pistol Shoulder Model 31 LH
Holster Pistol Shoulder Model 31 RH
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Arms Column
Cased Officers Percussion Pistols – John L
I was recently asked to assist with some information concerning a pair of Officers cased percussion
Pistols in the Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery Collection. The pistols in question were donated in
1920 by George Meredith of Swansea whose family played a significant role in the settlement of the
East Coast of Tasmania and also in the conflict on the frontier with the Tasmanian Aboriginal people.
The family is often mentioned in histories concerning that conflict. The donor was also named George
Meredith and is a descendant.

Image courtesy of TMAG
The pistols are marked H Meredith. TMAG research indicates that Henry Meredith was the older
brother of George. The pistols were brought to Van Diemen’s Land by Charles Meredith the husband of
Louisa.
For more information on G. Meredith : http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/meredith-george2449
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Detail of lock plate and barrel engraving
In the course of gathering information on H Meredith I found the below cased Officers Pistols on an
Auction site. Apart from the finish to the heel of the pistol grips and the hammer lock the pistols are
very similar in appearance as are the cases.
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A CASED PAIR OF 25 BORE PERCUSSION OFFICERS PISTOLS SIGNED MEREDITH,
LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1830 each with browned twist heavy octagonal
barrel fitted with platinum fore-sight and inscribed 'London' over the breech, engraved case-hardened
breech decorated with sprays of foliage, inlaid with two gold lines and fitted with pierced platinum plug,
engraved case-hardened breech tang decorated en suite and fitted with standing back-sight, signed
engraved flush-fitting blued bolted lock decorated with further sprays of foliage, blued hammer en suite,
blued set trigger (one sear defective), figured walnut half-stock, chequered butt, engraved blued steel
mounts comprising spurred trigger-guard with pineapple finial and rear ramrod-pipe, browned forward
ramrod-pipe, silver fore-end cap, vacant silver escutcheon and silver barrel bolt escutcheons, original
brass-tipped wooden ramrods and retaining some original colour throughout: in their original fitted
mahogany case with brass flush-fitting carrying handle, lined in blue velvet (areas of light wear, two
compartments loose), and complete with original accessories comprising blued bullet mould, nipple
wrench, copper three-way flask, mallet and mainspring clamp 40cm; 15 3/4in Henry Meredith signed
his guns London but is recorded at 22 Whitehall Street, and 48 St Pauls Square, Birmingham 1824-27
and 1828-33 respectively. £4000-5000

Edged Weapons Column
Unusual Handmade Fighting Knife – John L
The below shown hand made fighting knife was observed in a Dealers shop. Apart from the Markings in
the hilt there are no other markings.
The hilt markings indicate it was made? or owned by,
Eric John HARRIS
TX1950
B 25 Jan 19
Enlisted at Hobart 3 Jun 40, discharged 12 May 44
Private 2/12 Battalion Reinforcements
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I have wondered how the owner was able to manufacture the one piece blade if it was actually made in
Tobruk as the knuckle grips suggest a large size drill was used to machine the three finger holes.

Whilst the 2/12th Bn is regarded as a Tasmanian unit it had men from every Australian State. The
Battalion claims the distinction of fighting all the Kings enemies (French (Vichy), Italians, Germans and
Japanese. It was part of a Brigade that was re routed to England and formed the nucleus of the new 9th
Division. It was shipped to Tobruk on the 4th April 1941.
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Artillery Column
Armstrong’s 70 Pounder Rifled Muzzle Loaded Gun

Artillery Gun Carriages – Peter Webster
There are parallels with the wooden mounting for the 70 Pounder Armstrong gun at the
Powder Magazine in Hobart and mountings used during the American Civil war.
Considering that Armstrongs and the Elswick Ordnance Company produced iron
mountings for their heavy Rifled Muzzle Loading guns from at least 1866, this would
mean that the production of wooden mountings for their commercial products was only
over a few years prior to that.
During the Civil War Armstrong gave the Confederacy two 8 inch R.M.L.’s complete
with wooden traversing platforms and mountings. One went to Fort Fisher and the
other to Fort Caswell, both in North Carolina. Fort Fisher would be remembered for the
intense artillery duels between it and the Union blockading fleet determined to close the
vital port of Wilmington which the Fort guarded.
After the war, the Fort Fisher gun and mounting went to the West Point Military
Academy, New York, and became part of what is known as Trophy Point, where many
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other ‘trophies’ taken in past wars are displayed. The Fort Caswell equipment went to
the Navy but sometime later, according to the Curator at West Point, it disappeared.
At Fort Fisher itself, a reproduction gun and mounting have been emplaced as part of
the projects there to restore the site. At West Point the original gun is now on a steel
mounting copying the original wooden form whilst using the iron fittings still available.
The Armstrong built mounting itself perished some 100 years ago.
When one compares the details of the Platform in Hobart with the standard British
Service Platform in use at the same time, the differences in the ironwork, cut and
assembly of the timbers, and the castings are apparent. A second comparison of the
Hobart Platform with the photographs of the original ‘Confederate’ mounting show that
it is almost exactly the same. The main difference is the extra truck beam and two
trucks mounted centrally across the Platform to run on a third racer. This was
apparently necessary to take the weight of this particular gun and carriage.
At the present time the City of Warrnambool, and the Shires of Glenelg (Portland) and
Moyne (Port Fairy) have commissioned a joint report on the historic cannon and their
mountings in their areas to assess their significance and to prepare a conservation
management plan. There is a comparatively large number of original wooden
mountings in their regions. This collection of wooden mountings is significant as being
on par with what is left in the whole of the U.K. Included is one traversing platform in
the ‘Council Tip’ at Port Fairy. Even this platform which needs rebuilding/replacement
of its forepart will have a recommendation to be fully restored for one of the local guns
to be remounted upon it.
I have mentioned this because of the worldwide significance of the Platform in Hobart,
which would appear to be the last commercial Armstrong wooden platform in
existence.
Since 1999 I have been involved in a number of projects in the Sydney area which have
involved the refurbishment or building from scratch of wooden traversing platforms. As
a result of being the technical consultant for the accuracy of the builds, I have come to
one solid conclusion - no matter how well a project is managed or time spent on it,
there will always be a host of variations to all the original details. Then, over time, as
these ‘new’ products are repaired or copied from, the details will further vary and take
on the form of the then current building practices. Therefore, wherever possible, I
would recommend a sympathetic repair of an existing structure because this will focus
any future maintenance and funding on the original, not the copy. I do not believe in
what some bureaucrats say ‘close enough is good enough’ and ‘the public would never
know the difference’. Such a view is cynical and academically bankrupt. Education is
the reason why artefacts are preserved. All that I have learned was possible because of
the public availability of original guns and mountings. If a reproduction has to be built,
every last original component not used in the new build must be preserved in its own
right. There is a common (and lazy) presumption that if you need to make something
there will always be a handy set of plans to solve the problem. This is not true. Masses
of documents from the Royal Carriage Department and Armstrongs relating to the mid
to late 1800’s have been destroyed in years gone by. In many cases the only proof of a
design is the physical existence of an artefact. The study of the remaining artefacts
allows one to follow design changes and improvements which would otherwise be lost.
In conclusion, having examined the Traversing Platform at the Powder Magazine a few
years ago, it is my opinion that a new front can be built and scarfed into the existing
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structure. This may require someone with heavy wood building equipment such as a
boat builder. As for any display situation, discrete steel supports can be used to lessen
the effect of the weight of the gun itself. With the demise of the original West Point
mounting, the Hobart example has international significance and should attract at least
State level heritage funding. Protection should be afforded, if it is placed in a public
area (well lit and normally patrolled), by a shelter with transparent vertical facings.
This is considering the damage done when previously located in an unlit, out-of-theway reserve.
Two other carriages deserve mention. Both are at Paterson Barracks, Launceston. Both
are Wooden Garrison Sliding Carriages used with traversing platforms, and both are the
only original ones of their particular models left in the country.
One has a Blomefield Pattern 32 Pounder Iron Gun of 56 Hundredweight mounted, and
the other has a 64 Pounder (Converted) R.M.L. of 71 Hundredweight (converted from
the 8 inch 65 Hundredweight Shell Gun) mounted. Both carriages have the Royal
Carriage Department markings to show their authenticity.
The first has had added two cast iron trucks at the front despite the carriage not being
built for them. These trucks must have come from a Wooden Standing Garrison
Carriage which had been in Launceston and last used for repository practice before
being disposed of. The gun itself is special in that it still has its fore sight, and rear
tangent sight bracket in place. By being painted black with the gun, these fittings have
escaped theft or vandalism. As attempted removal may damage them, the only way to
protect the fittings would be to further protect the gun itself. The same comment applies
to these carriages as for the Traversing Platform above. That is, even though bits and
pieces of the wood may have been replaced over the years, there is still a huge amount
of original integrity which equates to a national significance.
The second carriage has local modifications by the artillery volunteers which makes it
unique. Also, this carriage was used by myself as the basis for drawings to build new
Wood Garrison Sliding Carriages for two 64 Pounder R.M.L.’s (same as the gun on this
carriage) remounted at Georges Heights, Sydney in 2007. It has markings for its
original specification for the 8 inch 65 Cwt Shell Gun. The gun mounted on it also has
its gunmetal sight holders for R.M.L. type sights. The level of protection applicable for
these fittings is the same as for the other gun.
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Tasmanian War Memorials and Honour Boards
George Town RSL Club

Conservation: Section 3 – Robert B
Nonferrous metals
These metals are largely non- magnetic and contain no iron. There are minor exceptions in
some alloys.
Introduction:
The most commonly encountered are the copper based alloys such as bronze, brass and
gunmetal. Other alloys such as pewters and die metals contain an even wider variety of metals
.
Nearly pure platinum, gold and silver are found in pens, medals, jewellery and some parts of
high quality firearms and blades.
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Corrosion:
Corrosion is also a problem with non-ferrous metals just many more pathways to dissolution
than steel and iron!
Similar electro chemical reactions to ferric metals, occur in the continuum from the least
reactive gold to the more reactive metals like copper and in addition alloys sometimes are not
stable internally. Also some non-ferrous metals are affected more by organic compounds like
organic acids and contact with chip board.
Aluminium
Aluminium is very light sometimes alloyed with magnesium for a lighter but inflammable
alloy or copper or beryllium for toughness. Common after the 1900’s the main alloy is
duralumin used in aircraft and light military equipment.
Very prone to acid attack and forms cavities when attacked by complex halides formed by
contact with salt air. But oxidises fast to a stable oxide coating in normal conditions.
Storage should be dry and avoid salty air.
Copper based metals
Bronze
Bronze is an ancient alloy and the most used casting metal as an alloy of copper and tin and
some other metals on occasions. Gunmetal is applied to a family of strong, tough copperbased casting alloys containing between 2-11% tin and 1-10% zinc. Modified forms may
contain, in addition, such elements as lead (up to 7%) and nickel (up to 6%) when the alloys
are classified as ‘leaded gunmetal’ and ‘nickel gunmetal’. Bronze develops a lovely stable
dark russet brown patina over time, turning and attractive blue green when kept in the open air.
Used for sculpture, medals and some older ordnance.
WARNING: Check your bronze coloured metal it is not spelter.
Bronze should be gently cleaned with distilled water and 1% non-ionised detergent. Patinated
bronzes outside should be monitored and cleaned every few years while retaining the patina.
Follow with micro-crystalline wax or carnauba wax [car polish] and gentle buffing.
Bronze rot may occur bright green erosive soft spots of copper salts, best consult a specialist
for this serious problem
Brass

Fig 2.
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Zinc and copper alloyed with small amounts of other materials. Brass tarnishes from yellow to
an ugly dark brown. Brass also hardens when worked and needs annealing.
Often used for telescopes, compass housings, household items, buckles and horse fittings
[nickel plated], containers and cartridge cases.
Reverse the brass tarnish with a bath of hot sodium carbonate [washing soda] 250 ml in 2000
ml. hot water. Pour the very hot solution in a plastic bowl lined with 1 metre of aluminium
household foil. The piece should be lowered on string into the solution and touch the foil.
Remove every few minutes and check. When shiny rinse and polish with micro-crystalline
wax or carnauba wax [car polish] Any polishing should be minimal using calico or denim
material and Tripoli polish [sometimes just denim will do the job] . DO NOT use abrasive
copper polish save Brasso for polishing Perspex!
REMEMBER you are trying to save a historic object not make a perfect ‘new’ object do not
remove original finishes or polish hard obliterating historic clues like stamps and factory
numbers.
Store in air excluding acid free bags or lacquer large items.
Used in jewellery is gilding metal consisting of an alloy brass with a very high copper content
DO NOT use this bath for pieces with different metal parts like a silver cup on a brass
candlestick.
Copper
Treat pure copper as for the preceding alloys but do watch out for the tin lining on some items
such as water containers. Also copper can be soft and easily deformed but dents can be beaten
and planished out by amateurs using round hammers and stakes on a small anvil.
Most copper is finally lacquered with clear shellac or recently polyester as it corrodes quickly.
Pewters
Pewter varies from case to case usually tin and lead but also bismuth, antimony or copper.
Good pewter has touch marks similar to gold and silver hallmarks and an “X” indicates low
lead content [sometimes] for food safety!
Old pewter may be very gently restored to shape but wear patina is good!
Spelter is NOT bronze but is a casting alloy of lead and zinc usually gilded or copper painted.
Britannia metal is a special form previously often silver plated as cutlery and plate. All
modern pewter has a dull silver finish composed of tin and antimony and 2% copper also
called Britannia metal, which is safe to use to drink.
Polish pewter with a soft cloth only and if blisters appear on old pewter consult a specialist.
WARNING: Lead is very toxic. Lead containing alloys should only be handled with protective
gloves and masks. Wash all exposed areas after handling
Lead
Toys, medals, coins and military models are often lead alloys which are initially bright then
oxidise to a thick grey coating which is relatively stable. Do not use abrasive polish.
Lead rot can be caused by modern display cases and storage boxes made from formaldehyde
based chip board which degrades to formic acid and produces aggressive soft white salts on the
surface.
Clean gently with moist swabs .
Store in inert containers such as tin boxes or inert plastics, not wooden cabinets or drawers.
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WARNING: Lead is very toxic. Lead containing alloys should only be handled with protective
gloves and masks. Wash all exposed areas after handling.

Note the corroding lead shot in this percussion shotgun case
Zinc
Zinc is used as a casting metal with antimony and sometimes aluminium or magnesium. Toys,
medals and military models are found in these very varied alloys. Some poorly mixed alloys
get pit holes and blisters. Do not repaint models as the antique value is destroyed.
Spelter is an alloy of lead and zinc used in the 19th Century for sculptures and clock cases
Do not use abrasive polish only clean gently with moist swabs
Store in inert containers such as tin boxes or inert plastics, not wooden cabinets or drawers.
Precious metals
Silver
Often alloyed with copper and other metals this soft brilliant white metal tarnishes easily to
form black sulphides. Some medals may be silver over a Britannia metal or copper core.
Reverse the brown- black tarnish with a bath of hot sodium carbonate [washing soda] 250 ml
in 2000 ml. hot water. Pour the very hot solution in a plastic bowl lined with 1 metre of
aluminium household foil. The piece should be lowered on string into the solution and touch
the foil. Remove every minute and check. When shiny rinse and polish with a silver polish
cloth and proprietary polish containing 12-15% silver to deposit. Ordinary abrasive polishes
remove silver and may wear EPNS silver plating right through to the nickel silver base metal
[copper zinc nickel alloy].
Store in acid free air excluding bags to preserve the shine and avoid wool velvet linings in
cases.
Gold
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Gold is always good! Showing very little corrosion even when alloyed with copper. Most gold
has proof marks and hallmarks indicating country of origin and purity in karat [24 k is pure].
Consult hallmark data bases to establish the provenance. Watch out for gilding metal
consisting of an alloy brass with very high copper content.
Best cleaned in jewellers dip pots or ultrasound machines but not if mounted with pearls or
opals.
Storage should exclude grit as gold is very soft
Platinum
Silvery grey uncommon tough precious metal that is effectively corrosion proof.
Advanced Conservation
Mixed materials
A constant problem are objects that mix more than one non ferrous metal in their construction.
Each metal needs separate treatment where possible . Complex machines like swords,
magnetic compasses and telescopic sights require specialist treatment to fully restore . There
may be hidden seals , inert gas and pressed parts that will not be able to be put together
without specialist tools and punches. WARNING some machinery contains toxic radioactive
radium and asbestos
The metals may not be what you think, as an example the mount on the kris scabbard is brass
gilt wash over native silver foil
YouTube is your friend but view more than one video as some are by dummies.
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Fig.1.
Electrolytic reduction
Electrolytic reduction [with 12 volt D.C. supply] is feasible with copper and lead types of alloy
objects [that are not precious relics of high heritage value] such as buried battlefield relics and
legal maritime objects.
The finish will be freed of encrustations but will have a slightly pitted matt dull appearance
and may lose details. WARNING: Electrolytic reduction is hazardous and full personal
protective gear should be worn and extraction fans and Type 3 masks always used. Consult a
specialist as this is not for beginners!
NOT SUITABLE for copper/ lead alloys.
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Book Reviews and Useful websites
The Warrior Generals – Combat Leadership in the Civil War – Thomas B. Buell
If you are interested in the US Civil War this is a book that must be read. The author has compared six
senior officers, three each from the US and Confederate armies from 3 levels of command. His chosen
subjects at each level were adversaries in many battles which allow reflection of the style of leadership
and command abilities.
Compared are,
Ulysses S Grant and Robert E Lee
George Thomas and John Hood
Francis Barlow and John Gordon
Various aspects are explored apart from leadership and include judgement, tactics, command and
control, administration and logistics and relationships with senior officers and their subordinates.
Two men shine out and neither were West Pointers. I will leave it to you to make your own judgements.
One of the most interesting reads I have had for some time. John L

Club Notes
Meetings
Re Enactments
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2013 Norfolk Plains
Johns W & P with Mrs Binns
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